
Pre-QC Phage Genome Annotation Checklist 

Phage Name: 
Your Name: 
Your Institution: 
Your email: 

Additional emails: 
 (For correspondence) 

Please check each box indicating completion of each task. Annotation Guide section #'s indicated

1. Does the genome sequence in your final contain the same number of bases and is it the
same as the posted sequence on phagesdb.org?

2. Are all the genes “valid” when you click the “validate” button? Section 9.3.2
3. Have the genes been renumbered such that they go sequentially from 1 to the highest

number? Section 9.3.3
4. Have all old BLAST hits been cleared, and all gene features reBLASTed? Section 9.3.4
5. Are the locus tags the phage name? Section 9.3.3
6. Has the Documentation been recreated to match the information in the feature table?Section 1.4
7. Have tRNA ends been adjusted with web-based Aragorn and/or tRNAscan SE? Section

9.5.3-4

8. For the items below, generate a genome profile, and review the following. Section 11.3

For the YourPhageName_CompleteNotes.dnam5 file:
a. Have any duplicate genes (or any with the same stop coordinate?) been removed?
b. Does every gene have one and only one complete set of Notes (see fig 12.2 in the

Annotation Guide)?
c. Do the functions in the Notes match the official function list?
d. Is the function field EMPTY for all features?
e. Do the notes contain the initial Glimmer/GeneMark data from the autoannotation?

For the YourPhageName .dnam5 file:

a. Have any duplicate genes (or any with the same stop coordinate?) been removed?
b. Is the Notes field empty for all the features with no known function?
c. Do the function names in the Notes match the official function list, when applicable?
d. Is the function field EMPTY for all features?

9. Describe any issues or specific genes that you were unable to satisfactorily resolve, and
warrant further inspection in the Quality Control review.
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	Phage Name: ZenTime222
	Institution: Florida Gulf Coast University
	Other emails: karosales0855@eagle.fgcu.edu
	email: sisern@fgcu.edu
	1: Yes
	2: Yes
	3: Yes
	4: Yes
	6: Yes
	5: Yes
	9: Yes
	10: Yes
	11: Yes
	12: Yes
	13: Yes
	14: Yes
	15: Yes
	16: Yes
	Describe: ZenTime222 is a Cluster T phage 43344bp in length. We are confident in most areas of ZenTime222’s annotation. Here’s what was found:1. 66 features were annotated. There were no tRNAs present, thus all were ORFs.2. Functions were called in roughly 45% of the ORFs whereas the remaining 55% were NKF. 3. 3% of the phams were orphams (2 out of 66).4. ZenTime222 was very similar to phages RonRayGun and Bernal13, thus most genes and their function calls match up with these two phages. This is true except for the region gp54_NKF to gp58_NKF where there is no similarity.5. There were two areas where there were several overlapping ORFs: in the region of the minor tail proteins, from gp17_tapemeasure to gp23_minor tail protein and between gp46_HTH DNA binding protein to gp52_NKF. 6. ATG (55%) and GTG (40%) were primarily used as start sites. Only three ORFs used TTG [gp15_tail assembly chaperone, gp17_tapemeasure, gp_32_NKF] as a start codon 7. Synteny was followed with the structural genes. 8. A typical tail assembly chaperone was annotated [gp15 and gp16] translational frameshift [-1 shift] with slippery sequence GGGAAAA, the 1st [A] at position 11463 bp was repeated.9. There are 8 locations where there are gaps around 100 bp or longer.  Most gaps were noticeably clustered between gp29 to gp35. The largest gap is 339bp in length between gp33_integrase and gp34_immunity repressor. There’s no good coding potential to bridge the gap without extensive overlap. The same could be said for a gap that is 249bp in length between gp58_NKF and gp59_NKF.10. 5 ORFs were deleted that were called by the autoannotation. 3 were deleted due to extensive overlap with other genes called in autoannotation; [REV: 26378-26073 bp, which overlapped with FWD at 26046 bp], [FWD: 29286-29603 bp, which overlapped with a REV at 29816 bp], and [FWD: 40141-40593 bp, which overlapped with REV at 40835 bp]. 2 more were deleted because of their overlap to a FWD gene that had more coding potential upstream that could be captured if they were removed; [REV: 38701-38588 bp] and [REV: 38882-38712 bp]. The decision on which genes to keep or delete when they had overlapped was made primarily based on present coding potential and good blast results.11. There is one particularly small gene towards the end of the genome: gp60_NKF is a reverse gene only 90 bp long. Decided not to delete it because it actually had coding potential in both M. smegmatis and M. tuberculosis maps. It also had hits with RonRayGun and Bernal13 in blast. It’s unusual though, so it probably needs another look.12. Towards the end of the genome gp54 looks to be a Mycobacteriophage Mobile Element. It appears to match closest to MPME 1 but there were also hits to MPME 2. An MPME 1 call is also observed in close relative RonRayGun, although it is located more upstream after the immunity repressor. Is it unusual for it to be located further from immunity repressor in ZenTime222?
	Your Name: Sharon Isern
	7: Yes
	8: Yes


